Heat Systems for Loma Linda University

The new heating and cooling plant for the University is scheduled to be completed around August, 1965. Thompson, Los Angeles.

Additional plans were released this week for the heating and cooling plant being constructed in connection with the new medical center. The 10,000-square-foot building will be built on Loma Linda Drive southeast of the School of Dentistry.

The new plant is designed to have a steam output of 60,000 pounds per hour and a cooling capacity of 2,000 tons, said Robert L. Cone, vice president in charge of financial affairs. The plant will furnish heat to the medical center and other campus buildings. It will supply cooling to the medical center only.

Dr. Phillip H. Rabin, executive director of the Loma Linda University Medical Center, commented on the project. "The new heating and cooling system is an integral part of the medical center's overall plan for meeting the increasing demands for healthcare services." He added, "The system will provide a reliable and efficient source of heat and cooling for our facilities, ensuring the best possible environment for our patients and staff."
The New Good Samaritan
"But who is my neighbor?"

"A man was on his way from Jerusalem to Jericho..." (Luke 10:30-37)

"If you want to be perfect, go sell your possessions and give to the poor..." (Matthew 19:21)

"Everywhere we find the same thing..." (Tawney, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism)

"In today's highly organized, complex and impersonal world it is often difficult to be touched with pity for the needs of others..." (Tawney, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism)

"The first he was touched with pity..." (Luke 10:30-37)

"Then he put him on his own mule, brought him to an inn..." (Luke 10:30-37)

"Everyone in the Los Angeles area..."

"Dirt road was covered with..."

"Swimming pool was surrounded by..."

"Swimming pool was built in 1967..."
Tropical Field Station

One of the newest additions to the facilities of Loma Linda University is the tropical field station in Chilpancingo, Mexico. It was built during the summer of 1964 by the biology department of the Graduate School. Located on the campus of Colegio Linda Vista in Pueblo Nuevo, the station went into operation during the summer of 1964.

"The field station was established because in study of the ecosystems and the study of the plant and animal life in the tropics," said Dr. Lathrop said. "The study of the tropical life is so complex and so fascinating, that it is important to study in the tropics." The study of the tropical life is so complex and so fascinating, that it is important to study in the tropics. Dr. Lathrop said that the tropical conditions are more suitable for study of tropical life than in any other area, and that the tropical conditions are more suitable for study of tropical life than in any other area.
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Next summer the tropical field station will offer six semester hours of graduate credit. General entomology, the study of insects, will be taught by Gayle H. Nelson, PhD, as an associate professor of biology, Edward D. Wagner, PhD, as an associate professor of microbiology, and Herbert A. Walls, the study of parasitic worms. Dr. Lathrop will be conducting and teaching courses in tropical biology.

Some ecological communities studied at the station and on overnight trips include tropical rain forest, savanna, grassland, pine oak forest, river canyon, and other tropical environments.

Some ecological communities studied at the station and on overnight trips include tropical rain forest, savanna, grassland, pine oak forest, river canyon, and other tropical environments.

"It is equipped with electricity, instant refrigerators and a good water supply. The laboratory building houses the kitchen, laboratory, dormitory rooms, bathrooms and study facilities. It is also equipped with electricity, instant refrigerators and a good water supply."
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A copy of the book has been donated to the Vernier Reflection Memorial Library.
**UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT**

**A L O M A L I N D A  U N I V E R S I T Y  S E R V I C E**

**Opportunities, N. America**

**DENTISTS, General Practice**

**OREGON**

ROCKMALLA: Dentist needed in newly established small multi-specialty dental practice.

**MICHIGAN**


**WILLIAMSON:** Active practices and property for sale.

**Occupational Therapists**

**IDAHO**

State Health Department, Registered therapist sought.

State Health Department, Occupational therapy consultant needed. Must be registered plus four years full-time paid experience. Must have certification in physical therapy.

**MICHIGAN**

Bloomfield: Area needs additional occupational therapist. Building section exceptionally well supported.

**WILLIAMSON:** Active practices and property for sale.

**California**

University Chorale: 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Loma Linda University Service Center.

**Hill Church:** Noon to 1:00 p.m. No MV meeting, see University Church.

**Of Cars” by Britten, sung by University Chorale: 7:30 p.m.

**UNIVERSITY CHURCH:** Chapel: 50 a.m.; The Hour of Worship, R. R. Bietz: 10:55 a.m.; God Comes First” by Britten, sung by University Chorale: 7:30 p.m. Loma Linda University Service Center.
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